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Abstract: The monometallic pseudo-octahedral complex, [Co(H2O)2(CH3COO)2(C5H5N)2], is shown
to exhibit slow magnetic relaxation under an applied field of 1500 Oe. The compound is examined by
a combination of experimental and computational techniques in order to elucidate the nature of its
electronic structure and slow magnetic relaxation. We demonstrate that any sensible model of the
electronic structure must include a proper treatment of the first-order orbital angular momentum,
and we find that the slow magnetic relaxation can be well described by a two-phonon Raman process
dominating at high temperature, with a temperature independent quantum tunnelling pathway
being most efficient at low temperature.
Keywords: single-ion magnet; slow relaxation; magnetic anisotropy; zero-field splitting; cobalt
1. Introduction
The study of paramagnetic molecules exhibiting a measurably slow relaxation of their
magnetisation is a field that has been growing since the observation of so-called single-molecule
magnet (SMM) behaviour in a dodecametallic mixed-valence manganese cluster just over two decades
ago [1]. The vast majority of the work that has been reported since then has focused on the development
of new chemical systems that exhibit the same property above liquid helium temperatures. Although
initial work in this direction involved transition metal clusters, the discovery of SMM behaviour in
monometallic complexes—firstly in lanthanides [2,3], but more recently in transition metals [4–6]—has
caused a shift away from cluster compounds due to the comparative ease with which monometallic
systems can be chemically tuned.
In many ways, the complexity of the magnetic properties in monometallic systems is greatly
reduced compared to polymetallic clusters on account of the lack of magnetic exchange interactions.
However, a complete understanding of the intrinsic single-ion properties of compounds that exhibit
slow relaxation remains elusive [7]. The main reason for this is the complexity that arises from
spin-orbit coupling, one of the necessary prerequisites for slow magnetic relaxation.
For a compound to exhibit slow magnetic relaxation, it must have a doubly degenerate ground
state comprised of states with opposite magnetic projections separated by an energy barrier of sufficient
height to inhibit inversion after the removal of an external magnetic field. If the barrier is large with
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respect to temperature then the system will remain in the given ground state indefinitely at zero field.
The temperature above which the magnetic blocking is no longer effective is defined as the blocking
temperature, TB. The value of TB is tenuously related to the height of the empirically determined
effective energy barrier, Ueff, which is usually lower than the actual separation between the highest
and lowest energy states, ∆, due to competing relaxation pathways.
For ions which have first-order orbital angular momentum, the total angular momentum, J, is
often subject to large magnetic anisotropy due to the splitting of the orbital states; this anisotropy is
then projected onto the ground J multiplet by spin-orbit coupling. Alternatively, if the ion’s ground
state is spin-only (i.e., an orbital singlet), then the magnetic anisotropy arises instead from mixing of
orbitally-degenerate excited states into the ground state, via spin orbit coupling. This weaker effect is
often modelled as a zero-field splitting, using the axial and rhombic zero-field splitting (ZFS) terms, D
and E, respectively [8]. For polymetallic systems, ∆ is influenced not only by the intrinsic magnetic
anisotropy of the constituent ions, but also by the total spin of the ground state, which is in turn
dictated by exchange interactions. In monometallic systems however, no intramolecular exchange
interactions exist, and consequently ∆ is defined solely by the single site magnetic anisotropy.
The foregoing discussion makes the implicit assumption that slow relaxation must be in some
part due to an intrinsic barrier between the ground states—a so-called double well configuration that
places the largest mS or mJ states lowest in energy with the other states forming a barrier between
them; in other words, it implicitly assumes that a negative axial ZFS parameter gives rise to a real
barrier to relaxation. For this barrier to be the source of slow relaxation further assumes that an Orbach
relaxation process is dominant. However, it is well known that when ∆ is very large, other thermally
activated processes, such as Raman processes, become important [3,9,10].
The double well model holds up in the case of monometallic cobalt(II) SMMs with negative
D values [9,11–19], but the observation of similar behaviour in monometallic cobalt(II) complexes
with positive D values [20–22] suggests that the picture is more complex. Indeed, slow relaxation in
positive-D compounds is a phenomenon that is not yet fully understood—although attempts have
been made to explain it [23,24]. The apparent unimportance of D as a design parameter in general has
also been noted by others [25].
A factor that is sometimes overlooked is the complexity that arises in systems containing first-order
orbital angular momentum, and more specifically the fact that the electronic structure of such
systems cannot be modelled by simple ZFS models associated with “easy-axis” and “easy-plane”
magnetisation. Slow-relaxing systems whose magnetic behaviour is incorrectly modelled in this way
may inadvertently obfuscate our understanding of the true source of their slow relaxation, especially
when the anisotropy is clearly rhombic in nature rather than axial.
Herein, we report slow magnetic relaxation behaviour in the monometallic pseudo-octahedral
cobalt(II) compound, [Co(H2O)2(CH3COO)2(C5H5N)2], and further we examine the nature of the
relaxation barrier in the context of a model that accounts for the first-order orbital angular momentum.
2. Results and Discussion
The monometallic cobalt(II) compound [Co(H2O)2(CH3COO)2(C5H5N)2] (1) was synthesized as
previously reported [26]. Its crystal structure consists of a cobalt(II) ion coordinated by two pyridines,
two acetates, and two water molecules, with each of the ligands occupying coordination positions
trans to each other (Figure 1). It crystallises in the Pbca space group with an inversion centre on the
cobalt atom and therefore with half of the molecule in the asymmetric unit. Relevant bond lengths
and angles are summarised in Table 1. The coordination environment around the cobalt centre is
pseudo-octahedral, with bond lengths and angles falling within the narrow range of 2.08–2.16 Å and
88.9˝–92.7˝, respectively. The closest intermolecular Co¨ ¨ ¨Co separation is 7.72 Å.
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Figure  2.  Plots  of  χMT(T)  measured  under  a  static  field  of  0.1  T  (main)  and  field‐dependent 
magnetisation  at  2  and  4  K  (inset)  for  compound  1.  Red  traces  are  simulations  using  the  T,  P 
isomorphism model described in the main text. 
. f c i ia ra ie i g al ost along the b-axis.
able 1. Selecte bon lengths and angles for co pound 1.
Bond Length (Å) Angle (˝)
Co1–O1 2.076 (2) O1–Co1–O2 88.78 (8)
Co1–O3 2.121 (2) O1–Co1–N1 90.54 (10)
Co1–N1 2.159 (3) O2–Co1–N1 92.69 (10)
A plot of χMT(T) for compound 1 is shown in Figure 2. The form of the trace is typical for
a monometallic Co(II) species influenced by an orbital contribution to the magnetic moment. The room
temperature χMT value is 3.04 cm3 K mol´1, which is significantly higher than the calculated spin-only
value for an S = 3/2 ion with g = 2 (1.875 cm3 K mol´1), and is within the range expected for
ochahedral Co(II) complexes [8]. With decreasing temperature, χMT falls to 1.44 cm3 K mol´1 at
2 K. Field-dependent magnetisation measurements carried out at low temperatures (Figure 2, inset)
exhibit near saturation at 7 T—indicative of a well-isolated ground state—to a value of around 2.3 NµB.
Reduced magnetisation plots exhibit only minor separations over the full field range and up to 20 K
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Figure 2. Plots of χMT(T) measured under a static field of 0.1 T (main) and field-dependent
magnetisation at 2 and 4 K (inset) for compound 1. Red traces are simulations using the T, P
isomorphism model described in the main text.
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In the absence of any close contacts between individual molecules, the downward turn in the trace
of χMT(T) upon reducing temperature must be caused primarily by depopulation of the spin-orbit split
crystal field states of the octahedral cobalt(II) centre. We further probed the ground state by carrying
out low temperature (<20 K) electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy on a powder sample
(Figure S2). The spectrum exhibits features over a field range consistent with a rhombic ground
doublet. Given that the energy gap to the first excited state is so large due to the strong spin-orbit




gx rSxHx ` gy rSyHy ` gz rSzHz¯ (1)
In such a model, the anisotropy of the ground state is modelled well with effective g-values,
gx = 2.17, gy = 3.45, gz = 6.65, which is in very good agreement with the values calculated for this ground
state by ab initio methods (see below). A number of small features appear in between these dominant
absorptions whose origin is not obvious. We cannot rule out the possibility of small intermolecular
exchange interactions, which could be weak enough to be undetectable by susceptibility measurements,
yet sufficient to cause additional transitions in the EPR spectrum over the measured field ranges (i.e.,
on the order of a few wavenumbers). The inherent complexity of such an exchange model would
warrant a more extensive dataset than currently available.
To support our interpretation of the magnetic and spectroscopic data, ab initio calculations of
the complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) variety were performed using MOLCAS
8.0 [27] (see Supplementary Materials for details). The results show that the ground orbital triplet of
the high-spin octahedral cobalt(II) site is split owing to low-symmetry distortions in the solid state,
and that this splitting is weaker than the spin-orbit coupling. The ground state Kramers doublet is
predicted to be strongly anisotropic with rS “ 1{2 effective g-values, gx = 2.39, gy = 3.28, gz = 7.15, which
compare extremely well with the experimental spectroscopic data. These g-values are more-or-less
associated with the different ligand pairs, all of which are trans- to each other; the principal direction
for the smallest g-value, gx, is along the water-water axis, for the intermediate value, gy, it is along
the pyridine-pyridine axis, and for the largest value, gz, it is along the acetate-acetate axis (Figure 3).
The first excited doublet is predicted to lie at around 264 cm´1 above the ground state, supporting the
measurement of a well isolated ground state by magnetometry.
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the coefficient of proportionality is −3/2 [28]. In this model, we fix the spin‐orbit coupling constant 
for cobalt(II) to λ = −170 cm−1 and we do not employ an orbital reduction factor [29], in order to avoid 
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for cobalt(II) to λ = ´170 cm´1 and we do not employ an orbital reduction factor [29], in order to
avoid overparameterisation. Using this model, the free-ion electronic structure of Co(II) defines three
spin-orbit states of J = 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2, given in order of increasing energy (Table S1). The low
symmetry distortions of the octahedral coordination environment split these J states and mix them
together, altering the g-value of the J = 1/2 ground state from giso = 4.33 (Table S2). We model this
using effective crystal-field splitting parameters acting on the effective rL “ 1 orbital moment, and
these are used as fitting parameters to reproduce the EPR results using the PHI code [30]. In order to
reproduce the pattern of gx « gy < gz in the ground state, the B02 parameter must be negative, and we
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Ac susceptibility measurements were carried out on powder samples of compound 1. Figure 4a
shows the frequency dependence of the out-of-phase component of the ac susceptibility at 1.8 K under
applied fields of strength between 0 and 5000 Oe. A peak in the out-of-phase (imaginary) susceptibility
manifested under applied external fields, and reached a maximum shift to low frequencies for 1500 Oe,
which we consider as the optimal field under which to observe slow magnetic relaxation. A plot of the
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magnetic field is shown in Figure 4b. 
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Figure 4. (a) Frequency dependence of the imaginary ac susceptibility of 1 measured at 1.8 K and under
several applied fields. The lines are guides for the eye; (b) Field dependence of the relaxation time
at 1.8 K.
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oscillation frequencies (1–1400 Hz) (Figures 5 and 6). At fixed t mp ratures betwe n 1.8 and 7.2 K,
semicircle Cole-Cole plots were generated and fit using the generalis d Debye model assuming a single
relaxation p thway to extract the magnetisation relaxation time (τ) at each t mperature (Figure 7). Th
α parameter, which is a measure of the distribution of r laxation times, varies over the range 0.41–0.03
for measurements at fixed temperatures between 1.8 and 7.2 K. As the fits in the 1.8–3.2 K t mperatur
regime fail to reprod c the peak in the out-of-phase susceptibility, the relaxation times extracted using
the Debye fits are not reliable a d t refore for the five low st temperatures (1.8–3.2 K) we extract d
the relaxation times directly from the peak position of the out-of-phase susceptibility. These were used
to build the Arrhenius plot given in the inset of Figure 7.
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other assu ing a Ra an relaxation  echanis . The for er, using Equation (3), provides the values 
Ueff = 25 c −1 (36 K), τ0 = 6.7 × 10−7 s, and τQTM = 1.1 × 10−2 s (Figure S3),  hile the latter, using Equation 
(4), provides the values C = 1.4 × 10−2 s−1K−7, n = 7, and τQTM = 1.2 × 10−2 s (Figure 7, inset). 
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generalised Debye model  (red  traces).  Inset graph shows  the plot of  ln(τ) against 1/T, and a  fit  to 
Equation (4) with the parameters given in the text (red line). 
Compared  to  cases  where  the  orbital  angular  momentum  is  quenched  and  S  =  3/2  is  an 
appropriate model  for  the electronic structure, pseudo‐octahedral Co(II)  requires a more detailed 
model, an example of which has been employed here. In such situations, discussion of “easy‐axis” vs. 
“easy‐plane”  anisotropy  corresponding  to  negative  and  positive  D,  respectively,  is  entirely 
inappropriate. Indeed, as we have demonstrated here, we can often experimentally verify that we 
instead have a significantly rhombic electronic structure where gx ≠ gy ≠ gz. The fact that the principal 
directions of  the  three g‐values are nearly coincident with  the Co  ‐  ligand donor atom directions 
strongly suggests that the different electronic structures of the ligands and their coordination modes 
are directly responsible for the crystal field distortions that lead to the rhombic g‐values. Indeed, the 





a  rhombic  electronic  structure  whose  magnetic  behaviour  can  only  be  sensibly  modelled  by 
considering the effects of the first‐order orbital angular momentum. We found a large discrepancy 
between  the  calculated Ueff value assuming an Orbach  relaxation mechanism and  the value of Δ 
deduced from fits to the dc magnetic data, suggesting that there is no such effective barrier, Ueff, in 
this case. The most likely slow relaxation pathway in 1 is a two‐phonon Raman process dominating 
at  high  temperature, with  a  temperature‐independent  quantum  tunnelling  pathway  being most 







loaded  into  a  gelatin  capsule,  and  fixed  in  eicosane  (Sigma–Aldrich,  Dorset,  UK).  Sample   
mass = 9.2 mg, eicosane mass = 6.0 mg. Temperature‐dependent susceptibility measurements were 
carried  out  under  a  static  field  of  0.1  T  and  in  the  temperature  range  2–300  K.  Field 
dependent/reduced magnetisation measurements were carried out under magnetic fields between 0 
Figure 7. Cole-Cole plot of the measured ac susceptibility data for 1 showing fits obtained using the
generalised Debye model (red traces). Inset graph shows the plot of ln(τ) against 1/T, and a fit to
Equation (4) with the parameters given in the text (red line).
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The relaxation times were modelled in an attempt to determine the mechanism(s) of magnetic
relaxation. The low temperature regime clearly shows temperature-independent behaviour, which
is the hallmark of quantum tunnelling of the magnetization (QTM). The high temperature region
can be fit equally well with two different models, one assuming an Orbach relaxation mechanism
and the other assuming a Raman relaxation mechanism. The former, using Equation (3), provides
the values Ueff = 25 cm´1 (36 K), τ0 = 6.7 ˆ 10´7 s, and τQTM = 1.1 ˆ 10´2 s (Figure S3), while the
latter, using Equation (4), provides the values C = 1.4 ˆ 10´2 s´1K´7, n = 7, and τQTM = 1.2 ˆ 10´2 s
(Figure 7, inset).
τ´1 “ τQTM´1 ` τ0´1e´Ue f f {kBT (3)
τ´1 “ τQTM´1 ` CTn (4)
While both models provide very good agreement with the experimental data, the use of the
Orbach model implies that a real state exists at an energy separation of 25 cm´1 above the ground
state to provide the intermediate state in the magnetic relaxation pathway. From our magnetometry
measurements and CASSCF calculations, the first excited state is known to be well separated from the
ground state and is predicted to lie at ~264 cm´1. On this basis, we propose that the Raman mechanism
is dominant in the high temperature regime. Indeed, the n parameter of 7 is entirely commensurate
with a two-phonon Raman process for a Kramers ion such as Co(II), and the C value is in the expected
range of 10´5 to 10´1 [31]. Two-phonon Raman relaxation was reported for single-ion magnets based
on both d- [9] and f-block [3,10] metals.
Compared to cases where the orbital angular momentum is quenched and S = 3/2 is
an appropriate model for the electronic structure, pseudo-octahedral Co(II) requires a more detailed
model, an example of which has been employed here. In such situations, discussion of “easy-axis”
vs. “easy-plane” anisotropy corresponding to negative and positive D, respectively, is entirely
inappropriate. Indeed, as we have demonstrated here, we can often experimentally verify that we
instead have a significantly rhombic electronic structure where gx ‰ gy ‰ gz. The fact that the principal
directions of the three g-values are nearly coincident with the Co - ligand donor atom directions
strongly suggests that the different electronic structures of the ligands and their coordination modes
are directly responsible for the crystal field distortions that lead to the rhombic g-values. Indeed, the
short coordination bonds to the acetate oxygen atoms (2.0762 (18) Å) coupled with the negative charge
of these anions is likely responsible for dictating the easy axis. It is difficult to ascertain the origin of
the significant rhombicity, but it is likely due to the difference between the σ-type lone pair of pyridine
compared to the σ- and pi-type lone pair of water.
In conclusion, compound 1 is an excellent example of a pseudo-octahedral Co(II) complex with
a rhombic electronic structure whose magnetic behaviour can only be sensibly modelled by considering
the effects of the first-order orbital angular momentum. We found a large discrepancy between the
calculated Ueff value assuming an Orbach relaxation mechanism and the value of ∆ deduced from
fits to the dc magnetic data, suggesting that there is no such effective barrier, Ueff, in this case.
The most likely slow relaxation pathway in 1 is a two-phonon Raman process dominating at high
temperature, with a temperature-independent quantum tunnelling pathway being most efficient at low
temperature. This quantum tunnelling relaxation is likely to occur via dipolar interactions that occur
in the solid-state [10], and/or intramolecular hyperfine coupling interactions [32]. Further studies are
necessary to clarify this aspect.
3. Materials and Methods
The synthesis of 1 was carried out according to a known literature procedure [26]. All magnetic
measurements were performed using a Quantum Design MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer (Quantum
Design, San Diego, TX, USA) equipped with a 7 T magnet. The sample was ground to a powder, loaded
into a gelatin capsule, and fixed in eicosane (Sigma–Aldrich, Dorset, UK). Sample mass = 9.2 mg,
eicosane mass = 6.0 mg. Temperature-dependent susceptibility measurements were carried out under
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a static field of 0.1 T and in the temperature range 2–300 K. Field dependent/reduced magnetisation
measurements were carried out under magnetic fields between 0 and 7 T and over the temperature
range of 1.8–20 K. Ac susceptibility was measured using a 1.55 Oe ac field oscillating at frequencies
between 0.1 and 1400 Hz and over the temperature range of 1.8–12.0 K. The optimum static field
for ac (alternating current) measurements (1500 Oe) was determined by measuring the frequency
dependence of the out-of-phase component of the susceptibility at 1.8 K between 0 and 5000 Oe.
Diamagnetic corrections were applied using a combination of tabulated Pascal constants for the
sample diamagnetism, and a subtraction of the sample holder behaviour measured under comparable
sequences. CASSCF calculations were conducted using the X-ray crystallographic geometry with no
modifications. The ANO-RCC-VTZP basis set was employed for Co and ANO-RCC-VDZP was used
for all other atoms [33,34]. All 10 quartet states and 40 doublet states of the 3d7 configuration (CAS 7
in 5) were employed for the orbital optimisation and were mixed by spin-orbit coupling.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2312-7481/2/2/23/s1. X-band
EPR, Orbach fit of Arrhenius plot, tabulated details of computational modelling.
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